“Product Owner/Delivery Manager”
About Rivero
Rivero is a startup, founded in December 2018, on a mission to enable
banks and financial institutions to automate and digitize complex
processes in the simplest and most efficient way. In this way, banks
can focus their attention on delighting their customers with
streamlined digital interfaces. If you want to put a label on it, we
probably fall into both the #FinTech and the #RegTech domain.
We have started with a team of three founders and four engineers and now it’s time to grow
our team and that’s where you might come in!

Do you have the same mindset?
At Rivero, we care a lot about culture, happiness, harmony, and communication among us.
We are looking for a person who is:
-

Interested to work in a product-based, small and interdisciplinary team
Ambitious, hardworking and excited to do difficult things
Empathic towards customers and willing to understand and address their problems
and their viewpoints.
Transparent in communication and open-minded to questions, informed comments
and grounded disagreements.
Able to work independently and is willing to grow and learn a lot

We believe it is OK to make mistakes but unacceptable not to identify, analyze, and learn
from them.

Do you have the right stuff?
You’re a good match for our product team if you can identify with the following:
●

experience with building software products

●

passionate about enhancing user experience for B2B products

●

experience in agile practices and software development process (SCRUM)

●

experience in managing and communicating with business customers

●

knowledgeable about (card)payments and payment processes

●

strong prioritization and problem solving skills

●

interest in marketing and business development

●

integration project management skills

The little things that matter
We strive to keep our employees happy by creating a pleasant working environment and
below are a few things that we are currently doing for our team. But, like everything else,
our perk list is also dynamic and changes and evolves over time as we grow.
★ Stock Options - Obviously we are in this together, both tough times and victory
times. We want Rivero’s success to be your success and the other way around.
★ Ability to learn and grow - We think about how we can enable our team to become
better every day. This is the main mission of the Rivero Academy. Our academy
sessions cover a wide range of topics from technical to fun topics.
★ Device and tools neutrality - Whether you are a Mac, Linux, or Windows user, you
can work with whatever devices and tools that make you happier and ultimately
more productive.
★ No formal dress code - We also think that “you can be serious without a suit”.
★ Friday happy hours - After a week of hard work, we enjoy getting together to listen
to a short talk on an interesting new topic (can be anything from tech to art), and to
have a drink and hang out.

Interested?
Then, simply send us a few lines about yourself, why you would like to join Rivero, and your
CV and/or portfolio to work@rivero.tech.

